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Assessing perioperative risk 

 

 

True of False: 
1 Surgery 

• Is risk free 

• Electively has a mortality in the UK of 1-2% 

• Emergently has a mortality in the UK of 5% 

• A small number of people suffer most of the complications 

• Cardiac surgery has a mortality of 9% 
 
2 Morbidity 

• Is vanishingly rare 

• Is not important 

• Cannot be predicted 

• Cannot be reduced 

• Is purely due to physiological factors 
 
3 METS: 

• 1 MET is equivalent to 3.5 mls/min/kg of O2 consumption 

• Exercise tolerance below 4 METS is associated with poorer outcomes 

• 4 METs of exercise tolerance is the equivalent of climbing 1 flight of stairs 

• We cannot measure a patient’s MET status in daily practice 

• The MET status of a patient does not affect the risk of postoperative morbidity 
 
4 Risk Assessment 

• The ASA system has no relation to mortality and morbidity 

• Single organ risk scores don’t predict mortality 

• A patient with a mortality risk of 5% should have consultant delivered care 

• The APACHE score was created for perioperative prediction 

• POSSUM is not well validated 
 
5 New scores: 

• ACS NSQIP is validated in the UK population 

• SORT predicts morbidity 

• SORT cannot be used in an emergency population 

• Neither score gives detailed morbidity predictions 

• Both scores compare well to the POSSUM score for predictive power 
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6 Functional Assessment 

• Only refers to CPET 

• Can only be tested, not inferred 

• CPET does not offer any additional information above the 6 minute walk test 

• There is no evidence base for functional assessment relating to mortality 

• The MET calculation is the only useful information to be derived from functional assessment 
 
 
 

 

Key points: 

•  Risk assessment and communication is essential to ensure informed consent 

• There are many scoring systems available, with variable evidence base and 

validation 

• Functional capacity assessment is increasingly comprehensive with a growing 

evidence base 

• UK based and validated scoring systems are being developed (e.g. SORT and PQIP) 

• Frailty scoring is also increasingly topical and provides a useful adjunct to formal 

organ based risk scoring 

 

 

 

Introduction 

There are an estimated 313 million operations carried out worldwide every year[1], with 

over 4.2 million of these in England[2]. For a variety of reasons, it is difficult to gain a 

precise estimation of perioperative mortality and morbidity. However, it has been 

suggested that this may occur in between 3 and 17% of operations[3][4], with total UK 

inpatient surgical mortality up to 3.6%[5]. Emergency surgery has been shown to have 

significantly higher mortality, with rates exceeding 11% in certain patient groups[6][7].  A 

small group of particularly high risk patients has been shown to be responsible for over 

80% of deaths and prolonged hospitalisation, despite making up only 12.5 % of hospital 

admissions for surgery[8]. Interestingly, although 90% of this high-risk group had 

emergency surgery, less than 15% of them were admitted directly to critical care 

following the operative procedure. This figure compares poorly to cardiac surgical 

patients. This group of high risk patients are routinely admitted to critical care 

postoperatively, and mortality is now generally accepted to be less than 2%[9]. 
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Morbidity 

The wide range in morbidity reported above is likely to be multi-factorial, involving 

variable reporting, disputed classification of complications and of variable source. The 

complications cover most organ systems, including cardiovascular, respiratory, 

gastrointestinal, renal and haematological. There is no clear agreement on a structured 

classification of postoperative morbidity which makes it very difficult to compare 

different predictive models for operative complications. Clavien et al proposed a model 

for this in 1992, but this had a slow uptake secondary to concerns regarding adequate 

validation of the model[10]. This was overcome following an update to the model in 

2004 which was evaluated in a large international cohort of patients. This new model 

enables broad characterisation of complications in different grades, regardless of the 

initial surgery. In order to accurately collect information about more specific 

complications, the Postoperative Morbidity Survey has been developed and well 

validated, both internationally and in the UK[11][12][13]. With increasing use of the two 

systems described above, we are now starting to gather more accurate information on 

postoperative morbidity. 
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Rationale  

As outlined above, there are clear potential physiological benefits to identifying and 

intervening in high risk patients. This is important; both to ensure appropriate 

perioperative care and to inform consent. Furthermore, good understanding of both the 

benefit and the risks involved in operative care is essential in the process of shared 

decision making. Finally, it is important to use the identification of the higher risk patient 

to guide interventions to reduce the risk. This may relate to changing patient factors, 

operative factors or perioperative care pathways. Ultimately, the primary aim of risk 

stratification is to enable us to target care to reduce potential morbidity and mortality. 
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Perioperative Guidelines 

Extensive work has been carried out over the last decade to produce guidance on the 

identification and care of the high-risk patient.  This began with the standardisation of 

preoperative testing outlined in the guidelines issued by the National Institute for 

Clinical Excellence in 2003[14]. 

Both the American Heart Association and the European Society of Cardiology have 

published guidance on perioperative cardiovascular evaluation prior to noncardiac 

surgery[15][16][17]. These have been further endorsed by the European Society of 

Anesthethesiology.  A key feature of both sets of guidance is the use of metabolic 

equivalents (METs). 1 MET is referenced to the oxygen consumption of a 40-year-old 

man weighing 70 Kg and is approximated at 3.5ml/ minute/ Kg. There is some evidence 

demonstrating that patients who are unable to climb 2 flights of stairs (4 METs worth of 

work) are at greater risk of perioperative morbidity and mortality following major 

surgery[18]. 

This is incorporated to a significant degree in the Association of Anaesthetists of Great 

Britain and Ireland’s various guidelines published between 2010 and 2015[19]. These 

documents encourage a formal perioperative assessment process with the identification 

of high risk patients both pre and postoperatively.  In 2014, the Institute for Clinical 

Systems Improvement in the United States of America revised their guidance from 

1997[20], further emphasising the importance of formal pre-operative assessment 

incorporating a level of functional assessment. 

As part of this increased interest in identifying and improving the care of the high-risk 

patient, the Royal College of Surgeons of England and the Department of Health have 

also set up a Working Group on the Peri-operative Care of the Higher Risk General 

Surgical Patient. This group have also issued a set of guidelines on the care of the high-

risk surgical patient[21].  In addition to the preoperative guidance, this piece of work 

also describes the desired response to postoperative complications, including early 

involvement of intensive care. 

 

High Risk  

To successfully identify a patient as high risk, it is essential to define what “high risk” 

means. The Royal College of Surgeon’s Working group has suggested the high-risk 

patient to be someone with an estimated mortality of greater than 5%. They go on to 

suggest that consultant presence should be mandated for patients with a mortality risk 

of greater than 10%, and that these patients should subsequently go on to Intensive 

Care postoperatively. 
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To enable us to estimate perioperative mortality, we need to make use of a predictive 

model. This model needs to consider both the patient’s physiology and the surgical 

insult that they are about to undergo. There are a number of different approaches to 

this that we will outline below[22][23][24]. 

 

Population Risk  

The best-known risk score in common use that is based on estimations of population risk 

is the American Society of Anesthesiologists Physiological Status (ASA-PS) 

classification[25]. This was originally created for statistical data collection and reporting, 

but has subsequently been used a risk scoring tool. There is evidence that the different 

classes have been shown to be good predictors of mortality[26], with some predictive 

value for morbidity as well[27]. 

It is a well-known scale that is easy to use with widespread recognition across 

specialties. Unfortunately, this also makes it less useful, as it is extremely subjective with 

poor individual or procedure specificity and hence, poor specificity or sensitivity for 

mortality or morbidity[28]. 

Another generic score that is well known is the Charlson Comorbidity Index. This score is 

used to predict survival based on the presence and severity of various comorbid 

diseases[29]. As with the ASA, this is a relatively simple score to apply, but has them 

same limitations outlined above. Hence, it has not entered common daily clinical 

practice, but tends to remain a research tool[30]. 

 

Organ Specific Risk  

Another way of assessing risk is to focus on the specific organs that are of interest in the 

individual. 

A well-recognised and validated example of this approach is the Revised Cardiac Risk 

Index, published by Lee and colleagues[31]. This revision of an older risk score is 

simple to use and also factors in the scale of surgery to be undertaken. The obvious 

constraint on wider application of the Index is its organ specific nature. 

 

Physiological Risk Scores 

The best described example of a physiological risk score is the Acute Physiology and 

Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) score. This was first introduced in 1981[32], and 

has since been updated with the APACHE II (the best known and widespread iteration) 
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in 1985[33]. Subsequent versions have been released, with APACHE IV released in 2006. 

APACHE II remains the best validated for the perioperative patient; both because of 

easy access, and because it is considerably simpler than the later models. APACHE II 

takes account of 12 physiological variables collected over the first 24 hours of the 

inpatient admission, with additional weighting provided by age and chronic health. 

However, as one might expect in a score initially designed for use in critical care, 

APACHE II does not account for the type of surgery undertaken. This, in combination 

with the need for the variables to be collected over 24 hours to get an accurate 

estimate of risk is the major reason that APACHE II is not used more regularly. 

A derivation of the APACHE database that has also failed to gain great traction is the 

Simplified Acute Physiology Score[34]. This score is now on its second iteration, but also 

requires the collection of a range of physiological variables over 24 hours, leading to 

poor uptake and use in perioperative scoring. 

A third physiological scoring system that can be used perioperatively is the Sequential 

Organ Failure Assessment score (SOFA score). This is another physiological score that 

has limited application preoperatively, but can be used to predict perioperative course 

and postoperative mortality and morbidity[35]. 

 

POSSUM 

The most commonly utilised perioperative scoring system is probably the Physiological 

and Operative Severity Score for Enumeration of Mortality and Morbidity (POSSUM)[36]. 

Unlike many of the systems described above, this tool was designed specifically for use 

as a perioperative risk prediction tool. As a result, it accounts for both individualised 

physiology and operative insult. This is carried out by consideration of 12 physiological 

and 6 operative variables. A logistic regression method is used following mathematical 

modelling to predict mortality and morbidity. However, a side effect of this approach is 

a tendency to over predict mortality and morbidity in lower risk patients. An attempt 

was made to rectify this in 1998 with the Portsmouth-POSSUM tool[37]. This improved 

mortality scoring, but not morbidity scoring. Subsequently several surgery specific 

versions have been released, including Colorectal-POSSUM and Vascular-POSSUM. 

POSSUM, P-POSSUM and the various surgical iterations have all been well validated 

across a variety of specialties and health systems. 
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ACS NSQIP 

The Veterans Affairs (VA) Hospitals in the USA prospectively collected data on major 

operations at 44 VA hospitals for the National Veterans Affairs Surgical Risk Study[38]. 

This led to the development of risk adjusted models for 30-day mortality and morbidity 

for a few surgical subspecialties. This led to the Veterans Affairs National Surgical 

Quality Improvement Programme (NSQIP) being set up in 1994 at all VA 

hospitals[39][40][41]. This programme had the dual aim of data collection and quality 

improvement, leading to a 45% reduction in morbidity and 27% reduction in mortality. 

The American College of Surgeons (ACS) got involved with the programme through the 

Patient Safety in Surgery study from 2001 to 2004[42][43]. Following a significant 

reduction in mortality through this study, the ACS-NSQIP was rolled out. This programme 

aimed to use hospitals with low rates of morbidity and mortality as benchmarks to 

identify adjustable factors in poor outcomes; by feeding these back into worse 

performing hospitals, the aim is to improve results[44]. They collected data from over 

2.7 million operations at 586 participating hospitals between 2010 and 2014 and used it 

to develop a new risk scoring tool- the ACS NSQIP Surgical Risk Calculator[45]. 

This tool is based on 20 patient parameters along with the surgery planned. As well as 

predicted 30-day mortality, it also provides the risk of up to 14 separate morbidity 

outcomes, with a comparison to an “average patient”. This makes this risk scoring tool 

particularly valuable when discussing procedural risk with patients, and attempting to 

gain truly informed consent. While this tool has been validated in for an American 

population through the ACS NSQIP programme[46][47], there is no data currently 

available on its applicability to a British population and health service. As a result, it is 

important to always qualify the use of this tool with patients. 

 

SORT 

In 2010, data was collected on 19,097 operations carried out in 326 British hospitals for 

publication in the 2011 National Confidential Enquiry into PeriOperative Death 

(NCEPOD) study (“Knowing the Risk”)[48]. Subsequently, this dataset was used to build 

and internally validate a new perioperative scoring system- the Surgical Outcome Risk 

Tool (SORT)[49][50]. SORT utilises 6 preoperative variables to provide a mortality risk 

that is validated for the UK population. Unfortunately, there is not a morbidity 

calculation, which remains the biggest drawback to this scoring system. 
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Functional Assessment 

There have been a number of different forms of functional assessment used in the 

perioperative setting. Functional assessment has always been a central part of the pre-

assessment process prior to the removal of organs (pulmonary testing prior to 

pneumonectomy and dimercaptosuccinic acid scans before nephrectomy).  In keeping 

with this approach of organ specific testing, we have also traditionally made use of 

functional assessment to quantify dysfunction in patients with known organ disease. 

Examples of this approach include spirometry, coronary angiograms and stress 

echocardiography. 

A central plank of functional capacity assessment is the concept of Metabolic 

Equivalents (METs). 1 MET is the equivalent of metabolic activity of rest, while 4 METs 

equates to climbing 2 flights of stairs uninterrupted. Numerous studies have 

demonstrated significantly higher mortality and morbidity in patients undergoing 

significant surgery if they are unable to perform 4 METs worth of exercise[51][52]. 

A more formal assessment of functional capacity can be carried out by either the 6 

Minute Walk Test or the Shuttle Walk Test (SWT)[53]. There is evidence that these non-

invasive tests correlate well with perioperative mortality and morbidity in major surgery. 

Despite this, they are fundamentally limited by the fact that they cannot diagnose the 

limitations in exercise tolerance that they may demonstrate. Moreover, both tests are 

limited by being dependant on participant effort. There is no way of ensuring that the 

exercise performed is maximal; however, they may be better measures of the normal 

functional level of participants. 

The area of functional assessment that is currently receiving the most investigation is 

cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET). CPET involves incremental exercise, either 

using an exercise bicycle or a treadmill, up till the patient’s maximal exercise level. 

During this period of exercise the operator will measure the patients ventilatory effort, 

inspiratory gasses, expiratory gasses, blood pressure and electrocardiogram. These 

results are used to calculate the body’s maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 Max) and the 

point at which anaerobic metabolism exceeds aerobic metabolism (Anaerobic 

Threshold (AT)). These figures are then used to calculate the patients true MET status. 

Interestingly, the combination of AT and VO2 Max have demonstrated that the MET 

status as estimated by exercise tolerance or SWT/6MWT is often wrong. CPET has thus 

been used to identify patients at higher perioperative risk who would not have 

otherwise been noted to be high risk[54]. The evidence base for CPET’s ability to predict 

postoperative complications was initially strongest in pulmonary surgery[55][56]; 

however, there is now increasing evidence for its applicability in general 
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surgery[57][58][59][60]. However, gaps continue to exist in the evidence base in certain 

surgical sub-specialties[61]. 

An additional area of CPET testing that potentially exciting is the use of CPET to identify 

patients who will benefit from prehabilitation prior to surgery[62]. The theory is that 

intervention to ensure a patient can achieve certain VO2 Max and AT figures prior to 

surgery will result in improved outcomes. However, there is no strong evidence to 

demonstrate benefit yet. 

 

Frailty 

As the population gets older, the final area of risk assessment that has seen increasing 

development is the development of frailty scores[63]. The concept of the frailty 

phenotype has been discussed for several years, resulting in work to try to quantify 

it.  Various generic scores have been described in the literature, including the Canadian 

Study of Health and Ageing[64], the Edmonton Frailty Scale[65] and the Modified Frailty 

Index. The Nottingham Hip Fracture Score attempts to use a frailty score to estimate 

mortality for a specific operation[66]. In keeping with the other frailty scores this has 

been shown to correlate with mortality and morbidity, but there is not robust validation 

data yet. 

 

The Future 

There have been several major advances in risk assessment in the recent past. Work is 

underway to add a morbidity component to the SORT scoring system in the UK. The 

launch of the Perioperative Quality Improvement Programme (PQIP) in the UK is 

anticipated to lead to the creation of a larger UK database of patient outcomes, 

enabling the development of risk scores that are better validated in our populations. 

The ongoing work on functional and frailty assessment is likely to lead to better 

validation and application of both systems in our regular practice. Finally, the 

increasing focus on informed consent is likely to lead to formal risk assessment 

becoming part of routine perioperative practice for all patients soon. 
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Answers: 

1 FFFTF 

2 FFFFF 

3 TTFFF 

4 FFTFF 

5 FFFFT 

6 FFFFF 
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